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A Place for Wonder

When my son was three, we wandered down our street together looking
for treasures. It took half an hour to walk two steps as he stopped to pick
up a rock, gaze at a ladybird, cradle a seedling from a tree or stuff a lizard’s
egg into his pocket. By the end of the walk, his pockets were ﬁlled with
these treasures. My son was doing what all young children do: they see the
extraordinary in the ordinary; they see the beauty in the ugly; they see the
magic in the small, where many adults are too busy to notice.
Lewis Thomas writes in his book Late Night Thoughts on Listening to
Mahler’s Ninth Symphony (1983):

ow

The word wonder comes from the ancient Indo-European root meaning
simply to smile or to laugh. Anything wonderful is something to smile
in the presence of. (56)
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When my son set off to start foundation year, I hoped that school would
nurture his sense of wonder, make him smile and laugh each day, fuel his
desire to explore the world, and spark his imagination just as our walks and
exploration time had done at home.
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I observed a class of foundation-year children returning from recess. I
was alarmed at what I saw and wrote “Straight Lines” to express how I felt.

Straight Lines
All the students
walk to recess and back
in a perfectly straight line
no words between them.
They must stifle their small voices,
their laughter, they must
stop the little skip in their walk,
they must not dance or hop
or run or exclaim.
They must line up
at the water taps
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Creating a Wonder World:
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Centres, Projects and Clubs

It is more important to pave the way for the child to want to know than to put him on a diet
of facts he is not ready to assimilate.

̃
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Introduction

Recently, I had the pleasure of listening to my friend and colleague Ralph
Fletcher give a writing seminar. He asked us to draw a map of an outdoor
place where we spent time in our childhoods: backyards, streets, vacant lots,
woods. He then asked us to mark an X on a spot that evoked a sense of wonder
and mystery. I drew a map of my backyard. I marked an X on the small creek
that meandered behind our house – I spent many hours of wonder there – a
place where king snakes slithered next to our feet, and crayﬁsh peered at us
from under the rocks where they lurked.
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As I was driving home, I thought about why so many of our schools and
classrooms aren’t places of wonder. If we asked children to make a map of
their classrooms, and then mark an X on a place they feel is a wonder spot,
a place where they are excited to learn and to explore, a place where they
can discover new things, where would that place be? The classroom library?
Sitting next to the ﬁsh tank on the shelf? Rummaging through the art box
ﬁlled with coloured pens and paper? We need to think about creating primary
classroom environments that give children the opportunity for wonder,
mystery and discovery; an environment that speaks to young children’s
inherent curiosity and innate yearning for exploration is a classroom where
children are passionate about learning and love school.
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I remember once visiting a year-one classroom where the sense of wonder
was evident everywhere. If I were to draw an X on the places in this classroom
where I would want to explore, investigate and learn, my entire map would be
covered with Xs. The teacher had propped a spring cherry tree branch in full
bloom in a corner of the room; various spider webs woven from string hung
from the ceiling; hundreds of books were stuffed in baskets and on bookshelves;
colourful beanbag chairs nearby beckoned readers; an aquarium bubbled
quietly in the background; and posters of mentors were displayed on the walls.
When I stepped into the classroom, the year ones were in the middle of the
room practising a play they had written about Rosa Parks. Chairs were lined
in rows to simulate the bus on which Rosa Parks rode that historic day when
she refused to give up her seat. Outside, I saw the small garden the children
had planted on a once-barren lot in front of the school. The teacher created
an environment of wonder and discovery, and the results were tangible as I
observed how her students were so engaged and enthusiastic about learning.
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Donald Silver gives more
instruction, which we read to the
children:
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Figure 1.8
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Sit in your square and close
your eyes. What sounds can
you hear? What do you smell?
Sounds and smells are important clues to which birds are
visiting, if the wind is blowing,
or if the soil is damp. Write
them down. (1993, 9)
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After some careful modelling
on the classroom rug the children
grabbed a square, a notebook of their
own and a pencil. They lined up to
go outside, and we reminded them,
“Good observers don’t just look with
their eyes. They use their ears, their
hands, all of their senses.”
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A page from Georgia’s notebook that models looking
at one small square of grass

One small square on the grass

Once outside, the kids fanned
out in every direction. Some dashed
to their favourite place, like Annie
who headed straight to the ﬁshpond,
and Daisy who loved the shadow of
the big banyan tree. Others found
new places to explore. Each child
settled quickly in a spot, eager to
begin.
As we walked around, we
took time to watch the kids as they
observed. We noticed that some kids
described effortlessly every item they
saw in their one small square. They
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“This is where you can keep your wonders. So during the day, or at home,
if you think of a wonder, just grab a card, write down your wonder and keep
it in your wonder box.”

As the children packed up for lunch, more wonders popped into their
heads, and they grabbed more cards to write them down. As they lined up and
walked out the door, we could still hear them speaking their wonders aloud as
their voices trailed away.

Jen’s Reflection
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The wonder boxes are an amazing way to funnel kids’ questions and wonders.
Naturally, children will have a great deal of enthusiasm for anything new, so having a
place for kids to store their questions and excitement is not only perfect for the kids
but keeps you sane and organised.
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If you can’t find boxes to keep the wonder cards in, then consider storing wonder
cards in small envelopes – just the right size to fit cards – and then put the small
envelopes into a larger envelope labelled “My Wonders”.

Resource Materials
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9 Easel and large chart
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9 Wonder boxes

3. Heart Wonders
The best and most beautiful things in the world
cannot be seen nor touched but are felt in the
heart.

̃

Helen Keller

Teeth are brushed. Pyjamas are on. Stuffed bears are positioned all around.
Leo and I snuggle in and begin our bedtime reading: stories, books and poems.
Tonight I’ll read a book that Leo has heard many times before, Mama, Do You Love
Me? by Barbara Joosse. I start reading as Leo snuggles closer.
“Mama, do you love me? Yes, I do, Dear one. How much … ?”
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8. Exploring and Researching Questions:
Inferring
There is creative reading as well as creative writing.

̃

Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Some kids were reading nonﬁction books
and looking at websites on the computer
and were not ﬁnding the information they
Resource Materials
needed to answer some of their questions.
9 Large chart and easel
We discussed how kids were looking for
the question and answer to appear exactly
9 Nonﬁction book for
as they had written it down on their
inferring
planning pages. Jen gave a mini-lesson
the next day on inferring, modelling it with
a book they all knew, entitled Diving Deep by Mark Strong. Jen reread the
book, and the children were encouraged to ask questions about diving, which
Jen wrote down on a chart: “How long can you stay underwater?” “How do
people breathe underwater?” “Why do divers dive?” “What kind of food do
some divers dive for?” “What do divers do with the treasure they ﬁnd?”
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Jen said, “We were able to ﬁnd some of our answers in the book, like
‘How do people breathe underwater?’”
She read the table of contents, and when she read the chapter titled
“Underwater Breathing”, she told the kids that it said to turn to page 4.
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Jen read aloud, “‘Divers need equipment that lets them breathe under
the water. This is called scuba equipment.’ And now if I look closely at the
photograph, I can see what the equipment looks like.” She showed the photo
to the children.
“Our question was answered in the book, so I’m going to write a big B
next to it so we remember that the answer is in the book,” she said. “But look
at this question, ‘What do divers do with the treasures they ﬁnd?’ Let’s ﬁrst
look through the book and try to ﬁnd an answer in the book. We’ve tried
looking in the text for this answer, but we can’t ﬁnd it. We’re going to have to
come up with another way to answer this question.
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